
 

 
BRLL * COACHING GUIDE 
 
BRLL Coaching Mentors:  
Jon - jstamourvt@gmail.com; Bill - bill@apofvt.com; Casey - caseyknudsen@gmail.com 
 
-BROWNS RIVER LITTLE LEAGUE’S MISSION STATEMENT- 
 

The primary mission of Browns River Little League (BRLL) is to teach and provide baseball 
activities to the youth of Underhill and Jericho in a healthy, safe, enjoyable, and organized 
manner.  A second, but equally important goal is to contribute to our community in all other 
ways that directly serve their best interest. 
 

-OUR PRIMARY GOALS- 
 

● First and foremost, BRLL strives to keep baseball fun and exciting so kids come back 
season after season. As they grow within the program, we must teach proper baseball 
skills and the correct fundamentals, as well as emphasize the traits of a good baseball 
player: teamwork, sportsmanship, & discipline. We RESPECT & ENCOURAGE players of 
ALL abilities. 
 

● Second, to make BRLL one of the best Little League programs around, and to continue its 
tradition of strong competition throughout its district and in the state. 

 

-OUR PRIMARY NEEDS- 
 

● Dedicated volunteers willing to LEARN from and LISTEN to their fellow coaches. 
● Patience with players of ALL abilities. It’s a youth recreation league first.  
● Understanding that baseball is a hard sport to learn and master. 
● Encouragement, especially for those needing the extra help. 
● Extra baseball in the offseason via open gyms, clinics, etc. 
● Participation in seasonal coach clinics  
● Recruitment of past coaches and senior coaches to mentor new coaches. 
● Volunteering in other areas - field maintenance, umpiring, etc. 
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FARM LEAGUE (ages 4-8)  
 

BRLL Farm League - 3 levels 
 

A: 4 and 5 year olds, NEW players. We use a structured tee ball program designed 

by Little League, focused on fun and safety. At this age we're making it enjoyable 

to keep them coming back. No outs; each child hits through the lineup each inning; 

score not kept. We try to follow Little League USA’s tee ball program: 

https://www.littleleague.org/downloads/tee-ball-program/ 

ULTIMATE GOAL: keep it fun and interesting! We want them coming back! ⅘ year olds = 
very short attention spans! Don’t lose them to the dandelions...keep them engaged and 
moving. Incorporate lots of mini-contests, stations, etc into practices. 
 

AA: 6 year olds, returning players. A little bit of tee ball, with coach pitch mixed 

when players are ready. We're working on proper throwing mechanics, catching, & 

hitting. At this stage we're still focused on fun and safety, but begin to truly stress 

the fundamental baseball skills. No outs; each child hits through the lineup; score 

not kept.  
ULTIMATE GOAL: Basic fundamentals and the start of skill development while keeping it 
fun and interesting!  
 
AAA: 7 and (new) 8 year olds, returning players. At this level we begin with coach 

pitch & hopefully by mid/end of season identify kids who can pitch safely for the 

next level. By the last 2-3 games, we attempt to work kids onto the mound to 

pitch. Catcher position is introduced at beginning of season. True game situations. 

Outs & runs count (but flexible; e.g. - let a player hit off a coach if struggling 

against a pitcher) at coaches’ discretion. 

ULTIMATE GOAL: Skill/fundamentals refinement. Emphasis on throwing/fielding drills, 
hitting fundamentals, and learning the game. More emphasis on competition but playing 
games with teachable moments. 
  

Coach’s Role 
*from Little League Baseball, USA* 
 
It is required that the coach have understanding, patience and the capacity to work with children. The 

coach should be able to inspire respect. Above all else, coaches must realize that they are helping to 

shape the physical, mental and emotional development of young people.The Little League coach must 

be something more than just a teacher. Knowledge of the game is a plus but it is not the only badge 

of a Little League coach.  
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A LEVEL (4-5 yr olds) 
The game is brand new to kids! For many it might be the first time they have ever 

thrown or caught a baseball, let alone know any of the rules. An emphasis must be 

placed on safety as we make the game fun. Also, as a coach it is imperative that 

you teach the true meaning of sportsmanship to kids.  

 

A LEVEL GOALS 

 

● Keep the game fun & interesting so they keep coming back. 

● REFER TO YOUR TEE BALL PROGRAM FOR GREAT PRACTICE IDEAS & TIPS! 

Or go here: https://www.littleleague.org/downloads/tee-ball-program/ 

● Introduce the format/structure of baseball!  

● AVOID just batting/fielding practice all the time -- you WILL LOSE them. Add 

fun mini games to practice - timed runs to bases as they call the bases 

out, throwing/target practice to tire or target, relay throws by teams 

to teammates, etc…  

● Focus on STATIONS in practice: 2-3 kids hitting off tee, 2-3 working on 

throwing/target practice, 2-3 working on grounders (alligator 

method/barehand work)  

● HAND SKILLS -- i.e. use practice times with NO GLOVES ON to get them 

used to those hands. Field grounders (the ALLIGATOR METHOD) with bare 

hands, pop up contests with bare hands, etc… This will help create great 

fielders! 

● Base understanding -- a great pre or post game warmup/exercise is timed 

runs to first or all bases, relays around the bases, etc -- while calling out the 

bases. STRESS THE RUN-THROUGH TO FIRST. Kids struggle to run 

through the bag! We need to start this right away.  

● Hitting basics -- start ‘em young. Ike to Mike (shoulder to shoulder), 

keep the head level and still, SMALL STEP into the swing, bat just off 

shoulder, turn the hips, squash the bug (pivot the back foot). 

● Hitting - do lots of tee work. Work in coach pitch toward season’s end in 

practices. Again, make contests of it - “who can hit 3 good ones in a row off 

the tee first?” or “Whoever hits it the farthest wins!”  

● Stress getting the ball BACK TO THE PITCHER IMMEDIATELY -- no 

holding the ball! We see this all throughout majors level and it hurts. 

● Stress to kids and parents to work on at home what they learned! 
 

 

A level RULES/REGS: 

 

● Teams should be comprised of NO MORE THAN 6-7 players, if possible. 

● All players holding a bat must wear a helmet at all times.  

● All baserunners must wear a helmet at all times. NO LEADING or STEALING - 

feet on base until ball is hit. 

● There should be at least a first base coach/parent assisting kids with running.  

● Players must stand at least 10’ away from any player with a bat.  

● Players with a bat may ONLY swing the bat in presence of coach or adult, or 

warming up in the fenced-in batting cage next to dugouts.  

● NO BATS ALLOWED IN DUGOUT. “On deck” hitter should remain in dugout 

for safety, without a bat. 
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● Use soft TEE balls only.  

● Players should remain seated in dugout during games when not in the field, 

cheering on their teammates (not climbing the dugout fence). Recruit a 

parent or coach to be the “bench coach.” 

● Players hit off the tee (you may pitch softly to more skilled players as the 

season progresses if both coaches agree, with a MAXIMUM of 4 pitches 

thrown to the batter, then tee comes out). It can get discouraging for rival 

players/teams if too much time is spent trying to get a hitter to hit a pitch at this level.  

● No outs or strikeouts. 

● All players hit during team’s at-bat. If fielder makes an “out” (rare at A 

level!) the batter remains on the base. 

● Runners may take just 1 base at a time. No “extra-base hits” or 

advancement on errant throws. NO sliding into 1st base EVER in little league. 

● Last batter of each team, each inning, hits a “homerun” & runs all bases.  

● Games will be each Saturday morning, time TBD. 1 practice night per week, 

TBD. 

 

GAMES: 

● A Level Coaches should arrive 15-20 mins early to remove tarps from field. 

Recruit parents to help you! Parents want to help and this is a great way 

how. 

● Bases are 50’ apart all around - use the orange bases in your equipment 

bags and walk off the 50’.  

● Home team on schedule starts in field first, away team hits first.  

● Group your team throughout the infield: 1 pitcher, 1 first baseman, 2nd 

base, SS, 3rd base and mix in the rest throughout the infield, in ZONES. At 

this level most hits wind up right around the pitcher’s mound.  

● Rotate players often into different positions. 

● NO OUTFIELDERS - ball doesn’t go that far. They will be BORED if put out 

there. 

● The play should ALWAYS be to first base at this level. Do not have kids 

throwing to different bases. Stress the out to first base.  

● Rotate fielders to different positions each inning. Keep them engaged! While 

in the field quiz them on where they should throw the ball (always to first), 

what to say on a “pop-up” (I got it! Or preferably, their name), or have them 

show you their “ready position” (crouched low, glove down and ready).  

● STRESS THE QUICK THROW BACK TO PITCHER! 

● Rotate batting lineup. 

● Games shall last 3 innings, or 1 hour, whichever comes first.  

● Stress the importance of good sportsmanship! We cheer on ALL PLAYERS, on 

ALL TEAMS!  

● End games with a fun relay! (often the highlight!) Line up each team at 

home plate and 2nd base. At go, first runner runs all the bases, then tags the 

next teammate in line. First team that gets all their runners home or back to 

2nd base wins! 

● Coaches are responsible for raking the base lines after each game (if 

baselines are used) -- PLEASE HAVE YOUR PLAYERS HELP- start them 

early. 

 

THE EMPHASIS:  

● Safety first. From the get-go, at the first practice, the rules above need to be 

stressed to the players. Bat safety is paramount. Helmets should be worn at 

all times when holding a bat or on the basepaths, and kids need to pay 

attention when someone is batting and remain at least 10’ away. Recruit 
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parents to help out in this regard. DISCOURAGE kids from throwing bats, 

please! 

● During games, stress to the players that they need to remain seated on the 

bench cheering on their teammates, not climbing the dugout fences. This is 

one of the hardest things to do at A Ball. Attention spans are short, and 

baseball can be a challenging sport for them to stay engaged with. Again, 

recruit a parent (if short on assistant coaches) to be a bench coach or 

“dugout parent.” They can help with the batting order and to keep kids calm 

and engaged, and safe!  

● The next emphasis, and just as important, is fun! At A Level, the most basic 

fundamentals (how to hold a ball, proper throwing, catching, proper swing) 

can lead to more enjoyment of the game. Check out coaching tips from Little 

League USA (www.littleleague.org) on how to run a fun practice while 

teaching baseball basics. The key is to keep the kids engaged -- work on 

skills and basics for a while, but mix in fun and exciting mini-games. Please 

explore the website above for great tips. You can plan out your entire season 

with their guide. A stop watch can be your best friend! - kids love to see how 

fast they can run to first base. This is a popular way to end a practice.  

● Try to end your practices & games in a circle to go over things they 

learned & liked about practice or the game. At this level we are always 

learning!  

● Sportsmanship, sportsmanship, sportsmanship. At this age, it is vital that 

you, as a coach, teach your players the true meaning of sportsmanship. 

Teach your players to cheer on their teammates up to bat or in the field, and 

just as importantly, cheer on the other team! At the end of each game, 

line up and give high fives to the other team. Nip any negative comments to 

opposing teams in the “bud.” 

  

SAMPLE FIRST PRACTICE! -- just a suggestion!: 

● Gather your players in a circle and introduce yourself and go over the safety 

rules first! Stress how important safety is, and how vital it is that the players 

listen to you, the coach, at all times. Stress the importance of teamwork 

and good sportsmanship! We never, ever say anything negative to 

each other or opposing players. Then, with a baseball, have each player 

say their name and something cool about themselves - a favorite food or 

sport, or their favorite baseball team. They roll the ball to the next player 

and he/she does the same...a fun way to get to know everyone!  

● Begin with the most basic of fundamentals - the FOUR SEAM baseball grip. 

While in the circle show them how to grip the ball (AGAIN, this is hard to do 

at this age but get the seed planted in their brains!) 

● Have them each get a ball and show them proper throwing technique -- good 

time to do fun target practice! Set up a tire, a bucket, etc...see who can get 

it in. Do 2x. 

● Show them how to catch -- do a catch drill -- each player throws ball up in 

the air over their head & try to catch it. How many can they do in 1 minute? 

Start with NO GLOVE with the soft tee balls! Then work in the gloves. (5 

mins)  

● Pair off and start throwing and catching. ALWAYS have them start close, in 

straight lines. Can any pair get 5 catches? (5 mins) 

● Teach them fielding grounders -- the alligator. Again, start with NO GLOVES. 

Their hands is the alligator. Can they get the groundball in the alligator’s 

mouth? Line the kids up and give each player 3-5 groundballs. Then begin to 

rotate a “first baseman” in - after each ground ball they throw to first. (10 

mins) 
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● Positioning. Stress the importance of communication (“I got it” with 

grounders AND fly balls) and spacing -- staying in their “zones” or circles 

while on the field. Do a fielding practice - grounders and throwing to first. 

● FUNDAMENTALS OF HITTING: (talk team-wide) hands together, back 

elbow slightly raised, toes straight ahead towards homeplate, HEAD 

STILL, eyes locked on the ball, squash the bug w/ back foot.  

● STATION TIME! (2-3 kids per station, 5-10 mins per station, then switch) 

1 coach works with some on positioning. 

1 coach works with batters off tee. 

1 (if available!) work on baserunning! RUN THROUGH THE BAG!  

● End with a quick, fun game. 

Suggestions:  

-Line kids up at home and tell them the what/when/how of running to first 

base. Then, time each player as they run to each base, yelling out the name 

of each base as they reach it. Let them know their time when they reach 

home! KIDS LOVE TO RACE! 

-Tag! With soft balls -- 1 player chases others with ball within the infield - 

first base is safe!, tags them gently with the ball (teaches tagging kids out 

with ball). When they are tagged, they have to FREEZE IN A GOOD BATTING 

STANCE! 

-Relay race, with throwing -- 2 teams of 3 or 4. Throw to each player, then 

back to the start without dropping… 

-Relay race around the bases - 2 teams, 1 at home, 1 at second base. Each 

team races around bases individually, tagging off w/ teammate. 

-AND MANY MORE IDEAS IN YOUR TEE BALL PROGRAM (OR HERE 

https://www.littleleague.org/downloads/tee-ball-program/) 
 

Again, each week we will send you coaching tips and mini-games from Little League 

to make practices enjoyable and educational. Never, ever hesitate to ask us 

questions or for advice to help you along the way. Browns River Little League is 

appreciative of your help! We couldn’t do it without the volunteers.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AA LEVEL (5-6 yr olds) 
We continue to emphasize safety while broadening the players’ skills. Coaches pitch 

throughout the season (tee may be used if needed). We're improving on throwing, 
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catching, & hitting. Choose a different player each practice or game to be the “team 

captain!” They assist with stretching and lead the team cheer.  

 

AA LEVEL GOALS 

● Keep the game fun & interesting so they keep coming back. Make the 

practices fun while teaching the fundamentals. Adapt! 

● AA level still uses lots of tee-ball fundamentals. REFER TO YOUR TEE BALL 

PROGRAM FOR GREAT PRACTICE IDEAS & TIPS! Or go here: 

https://www.littleleague.org/downloads/tee-ball-program/ 

● Reintroduce or Reinforce the format/structure of baseball!  

● AVOID just batting/fielding practice all the time -- you WILL LOSE them. Add 

fun mini games to practice - timed runs to bases as they call the bases 

out, throwing/target practice to tire or target, relay throws by teams 

to teammates, etc…  

● Focus on STATIONS in practice: (depending on # of coaches, helpers) 2-3 

kids hitting off tee, 2-3 working on hitting off coach, 2-3 working on 

throwing/target practice, 2-3 working on grounders (alligator 

method/barehand work), ETC  

● Reintroduce/Reinforce the FOUR SEAM GRIP -- still most 5-6 year olds can’t 

grip it this way yet, but it gets them thinking about it, and trying!  

● HAND SKILLS -- i.e. use practice times with NO GLOVES ON to get them 

used to those hands. Field grounders (the ALLIGATOR METHOD) with bare 

hands, pop-up contests with bare hands, etc… This will help create great 

fielders! 

● Work on good footwork throwing to first base or back to pitcher. 

● Base understanding -- a great pre or post game warmup/exercise is timed 

runs to first or all bases, relays around the bases, etc -- while calling out the 

bases. STRESS THE RUN-THROUGH TO FIRST. Kids struggle to run 

through the bag! We need to start this right away.  

● Hitting basics -- start ‘em young. Ike to Mike (shoulder to shoulder), 

keep the head level and still, SMALL STEP into the swing, bat just off 

shoulder, turn the hips, squash the bug (pivot the back foot). 

● Hitting - do lots of tee work to begin, then work in coach pitch soon after. 

● Stress to fielders getting the ball BACK TO THE PITCHER IMMEDIATELY 

-- no holding the ball! We see this all throughout majors level and it 

hurts.  

● Kids and parents - work on at home what they learned! 

● Toward end of season, doesn’t hurt to have kids try to pitch and catch (if 

gear is available) and they are ready. (do it from shorter distance) 

 
AA LEVEL RULES/INFO: 

● Teams should be comprised of 7-9 players, MAX.  

● Level 1 (soft) baseball should be used. 

● All players holding a bat must wear a helmet at all times.  

● All baserunners must wear a helmet at all times. NO LEADING or STEALING - 

feet on base until ball is hit. 

● There should be at least a first base coach/parent assisting kids with running. 

● Players must stand at least 10’ from any player with a bat.  

● Players with a bat may ONLY swing the bat in presence of coach or adult, or 

warming up in the fenced batting cage.  

● NO BATS ALLOWED IN DUGOUT.  
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● Players should remain seated in dugout during games when not in the field, 

cheering on their teammates (not climbing the dugout fence). Recruit a 

parent or coach to be the “bench coach”. 

● Work to keep parents off the field to limit distractions for the kids - but if you 

need their help, ask. 

● Hit off tee to begin the season. Coach pitch when player is ready for 

it! 

● COACH PITCHES - a maximum of 5 SWINGS per player, pitching to their 

OWN players. After 5 SWINGS, tee must come out to keep game moving 

and to keep kids engaged. Please don’t throw a batter 8, 10, 15 pitches. 

Players quickly lose interest in the field.  

● Coaches should pitch from about 30’. Little League USA recommends 

throwing from a kneeling position to replicate youth angle. Coaches 

please be HEADS UP for hits back to you. 

● Coaches must have a bag/bucket of balls when pitching. 

● All players hit during team’s at-bat. Even if fielder makes an “out” the batter 

remains on the base and runs. 

● Runners may take just 1 base at a time. No “extra-base hits” or 

advancement on errant throws. 

● NO sliding into 1st base in little league.  

● Last batter of each team, each inning, hits a “homerun” & runs all bases.  

● Games will be each Saturday morning, time TBD. 1 practice night per week, 

TBD. 

● AA Level Coaches should arrive 20 mins early to help rake basepaths or line 

fields. 

● Like A Ball, bases are 50’ apart all around - use the orange bases in 

your equipment bags and walk off the 50’.  
● Home team on schedule starts in field first, away team hits first. 

● Group your team throughout the infield: 1 pitcher, 1 first baseman, 2nd 

base, SS, 3rd base & 2-3 outfielders on grass, close to basebaths. Start to 

hammer home the positions.  

● The play should ALWAYS be to first base at this level. Do not have kids 

throwing to different bases. Stress the out to first.  
● Rotate fielders to different positions each inning. Keep them engaged! While 

in the field quiz them on where they should throw the ball (always to first), 

what to say on a “pop-up” (I got it! Or their name), or have them show you 

their “ready position” (crouched low, glove down and ready).  

● Games shall last 1 hour or 3 innings, whichever comes first.  

● Stress the importance of good sportsmanship! We cheer on ALL PLAYERS, on 

ALL TEAMS!  

 

THE EMPHASIS:  

● As in A ball, safety comes first. Bat safety is paramount. Helmets should be 

worn at all times when holding a bat or on the basepaths, and kids need to 

pay attention when someone is batting and remain at least 10’ away. Recruit 

parents to help out in this regard.  

● Reinforce good behavior in the field and in dugout. 

● Next, skill-building. At AA we begin to work more and more on improving 

throws and catches, proper fielding technique and positioning, baserunning, 

and batting.  

● Stress the proper knuckle-over-knuckle batting grip, batting stance, 

small step and level swing - closed shoulder to open shoulder, HEAD 

STILL! 

● Work on flyballs - I got it! Or their name.  
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● Work on that four seam grip throwing! Again, hard for 5 year old to master 

but good to get them thinking about it!  

● We continue to emphasize fun while we learn! At A & AA Levels, improving 

basic fundamentals can lead to more enjoyment of the game. Check out 

coaching tips from www.littleleague.org/downloads/tee-ball-program/ for 

how to run a fun practice while teaching baseball basics. The key is to keep 

the kids engaged -- work on skills and basics for a while, but mix in fun and 

exciting mini-games. Please explore the website above for great tips. You can 

plan out your entire season with their guide.  

● A stop watch can be your best friend! - kids love to see how fast they 

can run to first base. This is a popular way to end a practice and a 

great way to learn bases and baserunning. REINFORCE running 

through first base.  

● Try to end your practices & games in a circle to go over things they learned & 

liked about practice or the game. At this level we are always learning!  

● Sportsmanship, sportsmanship, sportsmanship. At this age, it is vital that 

you, as a coach, teach your players the true meaning of sportsmanship. 

Stress the importance of teamwork and good sportsmanship! We 

never, ever say anything negative to each other or opposing players. 

At the end of each game, line up and give high fives to the other team.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AAA LEVEL (7-8 yr olds) 
True game situations begin at AAA. We start with coach pitch initially, then identify 

kids who can pitch with accuracy, and safety, in games. Catcher position is 

introduced from day one. We work to refine skills in preparation for the big jump to 
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minors the following season. Rules are more in line with regulation Little League. 

Choose a different player each practice & game to be the “team captain to help 

teach leadership. They assist with stretching and lead the team cheer.  

 

AAA LEVEL GOALS: 
● Work on sliding 

● Work on leading - (in little league the runner may begin his lead when ball 

gets to catcher). 

● Pitching and catching - refine pitching mechanics (no crazy windups, just 

step and throw/push with back leg/finish low, back bent toward catcher) 

● Refine catcher mechanics - get down and block balls, move side-side, throw 

the ball to the base as quickly as possible to beat the runner/back to pitcher 

quickly 

● Reinforce/refine 4 seam grip & good throwing mechanics 

● Refine batting stances, grips, technique (ike to mike, head still, turn hips, 

squash the bug) --> lots of BP off tee and coaches 

● GREAT BP METHODS: cage work behind screen sitting on bucket, at short 

distance; or side toss on side of screen (replicates speed and pitch angle) 

● Live BP with kids pitching & catching in practice → HOWEVER, don’t just 

throw everyone in the field and do BP like this. Kids get bored so fast. Use 

this as a station - rotate other kids into cage with a coach/parent, work on 

fielding elsewhere, etc. 

● Good baserunning habits - run through first hard, hard turns off first/eyes on 

third base coach, feet first slides, LEADING WHEN BALL GETS TO CATCHER, 

NOT BEFORE 

● Fielding - recognize the play - getting lead runner out, etc. Quizzing 

fielders throughout innings before the pitch on what is going on in the field 

and where they are going with the ball if it comes to them.  

● Introduce outfielders throwing to the cutoff man - shortstop or second 

always. Get the ball to the infield as quickly as possible. 

● Likewise, GET BALL BACK TO THE PITCHER ASAP after the play; pitcher back 

to mound asap. (builds great habits for minors and beyond)  

● Outfielders - good routes to ball, 2 hands, calling out I got it or name when 

making catch (granted, not much outfield action at this level, but we want to 

at least introduce it now, not waiting until minors level. Rotate kids often out 

of outfield) 

● No stealing bases until minors level. 

 

● PROGRESSION OF GAMES THROUGHOUT SEASON: 

Week 1 - No outs, everyone hits each inning, only one base per hit, 

coach pitch (6 tries then a tee if needed), no catcher 

Week 2 - Same as above, but add a catcher 

Week 3 - Same as above, but add outs 

Week 4 - Same as above, but add strikes 

Week 5 - Same as above, but add kids pitch (5 pitches per batter, 

then coach pitch) 

Week 6 - Same as above, but add multiple bases per hit 

Week 7 - Same as above, try to hammer home the real baseball rules 

of a real structured game 

Week 8   - Same as above 

 

 

BASIC AAA RULES/INFO: 
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● Level 5 “safety” ball used.  

● STICK TO GAME PROGRESSION ABOVE in relation to what kids are learning 

each week. 

● Catchers must wear protective “cups” at catcher position. 

● Players can sub in and out of fielding positions at will. 

● All players holding a bat must wear a helmet at all times.  

● All baserunners must wear a helmet at all times. NO LEADING or STEALING - 

feet on base until ball is hit. 

● NO BATS ALLOWED IN DUGOUT.  

● Practice good sportsmanship, always! Derogatory comments toward other 

players shouldn’t be tolerated.  

● When you start counting outs (around week 3?), inning changes after all 

batters hit around if opposing team doesn’t get 3 outs. 

● COACH PITCHES at edge of mound. There shall be a max of 6 SWINGS per 

player as we’re still working to build hitting skills at this level & encourage 

players’ success. After 6 SWINGS the batter should use the TEE during first 

few weeks (after 3-4 weeks, start introducing strikeouts). 

● We MUST introduce strikeouts at this level so they’re not all shocked when 

they get to minors.  

● There should be at least a first base coach.  

● NO WALKS IN AAA ball.  
● Coaches pitch from the edge of the pitcher’s mound, or about 40-42’ (official 

Little League mound is 46’ to home). Coaches please be HEADS UP for hits 

back to you.  

● Coaches for hitting team remain in the field to pitch to their OWN team. 

Coach lets opposing kid “pitcher” field the pitching position.  

● FIELDING TEAM’S COACH should remain behind catcher and be the umpire 

for balls/strikes and field outs. 

● Runners may take extra bases on clean hits but just 1 extra base on 

errant throws. 

● NO sliding into 1st base in little league. 

● Kids pitch with a real count - balls and strikes count. 3 strikes = 

strikeout (OR coaches discretion), 4 balls = coach steps in to pitch. 

Browns River Little League’s goal for AAA players is to get them 

ready for advancement to Minor League and higher levels and the 

better we can do this, the stronger our teams become. 

● Kids pitch from front edge of pitching mound, or about 40-42’, like coach 

pitch. 

● Coaches should attempt to pitch the final inning to their team if game is 

running long due to kid pitching.  

● Coaches should use discretion in allowing everyone to get a good at-bat in -- 

in other words, if batter is struggling against kid pitching, coach may step in!  

 

 

GAMES: 

● AAA Level Coaches should arrive 20 mins early to help rake basepaths or line 

fields. 

● Regulation basepaths. Real bases located in storage boxes near dugouts.  

● Home team on schedule starts in the field first, away team hits first. 

● Only 9 players in the field, including catcher and pitcher.  

● Outs can go to any base (not just first base).  

● No leading in little league UNTIL ball arrives at catcher.  
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● Games shall last up to 1.5 hours if no double-headers are scheduled. Get as 

many innings as you can get in that timeframe. Home team hits last if not 

winning.  

● Stress the importance of good sportsmanship! We cheer on ALL PLAYERS, on 

ALL TEAMS!  

 

THE EMPHASIS:  

● As in all of Farm League, safety comes first. Stress to your players the 

importance of following the rules, bat safety, and helmet policy. 

● During practices continue to work on the fundamentals - throwing, catching, 

fielding technique and positioning, baserunning, and batting. Begin to really 

challenge the players as the jump to the Minors Level the following year can 

be eye-opening, but work to encourage all players, of all abilities.  

● You can find great coaching tips from Little League USA at 

www.littleleague.org/learn/about/divisions/TeeBallDivision.htm on how to run 

a successful, fun practice.  

● Try to end your practices & games in a circle to go over things they learned, 

what they did well, and what they need to improve on.  

● Remember, keep practices fun and fast -- move 3-4 kids through multiple 

stations each practice. They’ll get so much more out of that than just 

standing around the field during a team-wide batting practice/scrimmage. 

Example stations: BP in the cage with coach or parent/BP on the field with 

kid throwing BP first, alternating with coach/infield station, grounders, 

throwing/outfield, popup station/sliding & baserunning station/catching 

station 

● Sportsmanship, sportsmanship, sportsmanship. At this age, it is vital that 

you, as a coach, teach your players the true meaning of sportsmanship. 

Teach your players to cheer on their teammates up to bat or in the field, and 

just as importantly, cheer on the other team! Derogatory comments to any 

player will not be tolerated and should result in “benching” for 1 inning. 
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MINORS & MAJORS (ages 9-12)  
 
MINORS LEVEL = 9-10, advanced 8 yr olds  
MAJORS LEVEL = 11-12 yr olds 
 
The real game of baseball. Real rules, real 6 inning little league games. We work 

hard to get at least 1 practice in per week, along with 2-3 games. We slow the 

games down at times to find teachable moments in them. The ultimate goal is to 

encourage players of all ability - learning and enjoyment is still more 

important than winning. However, we must strive to teach correct fundamentals 

and provide high quality coaching.  

 

GOALS: 
● We see more kids drop out of baseball during minors and majors than during 

farm league years - baseball gets harder. We need to keep it enjoyable as we 

work more and more on fundamental baseball skills 

● Keep kids of ALL ABILITIES involved. The skills are wide-ranging. Playing 

time IS EQUAL throughout the games, always.  

● Continue to break practices down into stations with multiple coaches/helpers 

- keep the kids moving. 

● Pitching is vital! Identify pitchers right away. Focus on basic pitching form - 

simple windups (often the “stretch” is best), push off the back leg, bend 

forward, head down...  

● Catcher fundamentals - dropping down to block balls, moving laterally, eye 

on the ball 

● Skill refinement -- hammer home the fielding/throwing fundamentals: FOUR 

SEAM GRIP, GOOD FOOTWORK THROWING & FIELDING, ETC 

● Infielders: KEEP THE HEADS AND BUTTS DOWN! 

● Confident baserunners! Hard through first base; good slides into other bases; 

picking up the third base coach 

● Lots of hitting practice:  

-utilize the cage often (don’t just have 5-6 kids standing around the cage 

waiting their turns. Give them soft-toss while they wait)  

-lots of tee work to refine hitting mechanics (ike to mike, head down and 

still, turn the hips, squash the bug) 

-get kids hitting off kids in the field. Often we fall into the trap of just coach 

soft tossing BP -- KIDS MUST FACE KID PITCHING IN PRACTICE! 

 

 

 Minors/Majors level RULES/REGS: 

 

● Teams should be comprised of 12 players (per Little League rules. Can be 

less but league may have to get a district “waiver”) 

● Teams should be drafted equally on evaluation day. Generally, head coaches 

draft the team; assistant coaches go where their kids go 

● On draft day, coaches should ensure at least 1 competent catcher is on each 

team 

● 8 year olds must attend evaluation day for any consideration of playing 

minors. Coaches have final say on where 8 year olds will play (farm league or 

minors) 
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● Teams must play a minimum of 12 games for players to be eligible to play on 

an all star team (unless injured) 

● Home team is ultimately responsible for umpires. BRLL, the commissioner, 

and head of umpires will work hard to fill the games. If no umpire is found, 

home team must supply the umpire. (coaches may umpire behind the mound 

if they wish). 1 umpire is required, 2 is ideal. 

● Games are 6 innings OR 2 hours - whichever comes first 

● 5 run mercy-rule per inning, except for the last inning. Unlimited runs in last 

inning 

● 10 run mercy rule after 4 complete innings (or 3.5 innings if home team up 

by 10 in bottom half of 4th).  

● Kids may coach first and/or third but MUST wear helmets. 

● Leading allowed AFTER ball crosses homeplate. If runner leaves before that, 

umpire will send runner back with warning. Second offense = runner is out. 

● Stealing is allowed. Runner may steal AFTER ball crosses homeplate. 

● Runners must SLIDE at every base when there is a play at that base (except 

1st base!). If runner does NOT slide at base where there was a play, runner 

will be called OUT by umpire 

● Runners must especially slide at home on passed ball, etc, when there is a  

play 

● Coaches MUST adhere to pitch counts and rest days: 

Age 

11-12 – 85 pitches per day 

9-10 – 75 pitches per day 

7-8 – 50 pitches per day 

 

Pitchers league age 14 and under must adhere to the following rest requirements: 

❖ If a player pitches 66 or more pitches in a day, four (4) calendar days of rest must be observed. 
❖ If a player pitches 51-65 pitches in a day, three (3) calendar days of rest must be observed. 
❖ If a player pitches 36-50 pitches in a day, two (2) calendar days of rest must be observed. 
❖ If a player pitches 21-35 pitches in a day, one (1) calendar days of rest must be observed. 
❖ If a player pitches 1-20 pitches in a day, no (0) calendar day of rest is required 

 

● Player pitch counts and rest days are PARAMOUNT to kids’ health. PLEASE do 

not break these rules for the sake of winning. Keep track of pitch counts with 

clickers and record #s in your scorebooks! It is the coaches’ responsibility. 
Discrepancies/complaints should be made to the commissioner.  

● Batters hit through the entire team lineup (e.g. all 12 kids on the team). Yet 

only 9 play in the field.  

● All players MUST have equal playing time in the field. Encourage a variety of 

positions - do NOT hide a player in left field all season long.  

● Many kids wish to pitch, but many struggle to get the ball to the plate. Try to 

have many of these pitchers do it during practice first to see who can 

succeed during the game.  

● Catchers MUST wear protective “cups” when catching. Simply encourage all 

players to wear one - they should get used to them 

● WEATHER: BRLL follows little league usa’s weather policies - in the event of 

thunder heard or lightning seen, all players and coaches (and encourage their 
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families!!) MUST take cover in dugout for a minimum of 30 minutes. After 30 

minutes, players may take field again. If lighting or thunder returns, the 

clock restarts for 30 more minutes. GENERALLY - if there is more than 2 

delays, game or practice is cancelled as there is little time left to get 

anything in. DON’T BE DUMB ABOUT THE WEATHER!! Follow the rules. 

● Practices may be cancelled at coach’s discretion for weather reasons. Games 

generally will be called in conjunction with umpires, head coaches, and 

baseball commissioner. 

Coaches should take a deep breath at this level and remember 

why we’re here - for the kids. This is little league baseball - we want 

every possible kid enjoying the game of baseball every spring and summer. 

It’s inherently a HARD GAME - we’ve got to slow it down for everyone, make 

it fun, make it so they come back every year.  

ALL STARS 
 
 
Info for coaches and parents 
 
SELECTION PROCESS & RESPONSIBILITIES   
 
 
Browns River LL chooses players after the halfway point of each season to play on 3 

All Star Teams: 8-10 year-olds (with some advanced 8 year olds in the past), 10-11 

year-olds, and 11-12 year-olds. The 9-10 and 11-12 teams play longer 

tournaments with pool play and double elimination rounds. These tournaments can 

last up to 2 weeks beginning in late June and into July. If the team advances to the 

State Tournament, an additional 2 weeks should be expected. It is a big 

commitment and any player that is selected and commits MUST be available for a 

minimum of the district and state tournaments (if team advances that far). Players 

that cannot commit to a potential month-long stretch of baseball after the regular 

season are generally not recommended for All Star teams.  

 

The 10-11 All Star team plays a shorter tournament in late June that consists of a 2 

week double elimination tournament only. This is a good option for players/families 

chosen for the other/longer All Star Teams but just can’t commit to such a long 

stretch for the other tournaments. The 10-11 All Star Team is an important 

tournament team and we strive to put together a strong group like the other teams. 

BRLL stays committed to each All Star Team equally.  

 

Coaches may add players unsure about their time commitment at their discretion.  
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Selection for Browns River All Stars is a multi-step process that begins 

with the selection of All Star Managers.  

 

MANAGER SELECTION: 
 

All BRLL regular season head coaches and assistants are eligible to submit their 

names for consideration. Selection is made based on a combined peer coach vote 

AND a boardmember vote.  

 

A coach must have coached for a minimum of 50% of their regular season team 

games and must fully commit 100% to all star practices and schedules. (If no 

regular season coaches wish to coach or assist the all star team, then the board 

may okay other interested candidates.) 

 

Interested league managers and coaches submit their name to the board for 

consideration. This list is then sent to their peers (all managers and coaches) in 

their respective DIVISION for feedback and a vote. The peer coach vote counts as 

40% of the total. The board members vote for their choice, which counts for 60% of 

the total.  

  

The board tallies the votes and informs the league’s coaches of the choice. 

The All Star Manager then selects TWO additional coaches to round out the staff. 

No more/no less than THREE TOTAL COACHES (1 manager, 2 coaches) are required 

for All Star play. However, an unlimited number of coaches may assist in All Star 

practices OFF SITE of tournament. When tournament play begins, only the team’s 3 

Coaches may be on the field/in dugout. Any other coaches must REMAIN in the 

stands and REFRAIN from any coaching.  

 

ALL STAR MANAGERS AND COACHES ARE REQUIRED TO CONFORM TO 

LITTLE LEAGUE RULES AND STIPULATIONS. Managers and coaches will meet 

with the commissioner and/or a previous All Star manager to go over All Star 

tournament rules, regulations, and expectations before All Star practice begins.  

 

Any purposeful conduct that harms Browns River Little League or its players, 

intentional breaking of rules, cheating, personal misconduct, action that denigrates 

the game, or verbal abuse of volunteers, umpires, opposing coaches or players will 

result in the immediate removal of manager or coaching responsibilities for the 

remainder of the season.  

 

 

 

When the All Star coaching staff is announced, player selection begins.  

 

PLAYER SELECTION: All regular season head coaches, in consultation with their 

assistants, are asked to submit  players from their teams for consideration to the 

All Star squads to the Manager and Coaches of the All Star teams and to the 

commissioner, and their reasons for selection if asked. A (Little League USA 

rule) minimum of 12 and  maximum of 14 players per team will be 
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considered. The All Star Manager and Coaches will then choose the roster based 

on these submissions. League managers and coaches may come together and 

discuss as a collaborative process if desired. However, the All Star Managers will 

have final say on all roster decisions.  

 

Due to the small size of BRLL, the league is confident that all coaches are familiar 

with players in the league and are confident in their judgement of player skill and 

potential fits on All Star teams. The league believes an All Star tryout is 

unnecessary due to the small size of the player pool. 

 

WHAT COACHES LOOK FOR IN AN ALL STAR: Managers and coaches will 

consider players’ skills, talents, niche roles, and just as importantly, coachability 

and attitude. A gifted baseball player who doesn’t listen to coaches, is a poor 

teammate, and/or displays bad sportsmanship probably will not make an all star 

team.  

 

BRLL and the commissioner will back managers’ and coaches’ decisions almost 

universally. Parents’ opinions of their children are often different than 

coaches’ opinions. Expectations and opinions of a child’s skill are subjective - 

there is no completely right or completely wrong evaluation of a child by BOTH 

parents and coaches.  

 

As the managers and coaches have been voted to lead these teams by their peers 

(and have volunteered their time and efforts all season to coach these kids), the 

league will most often support managers and coaches when making player 

decisions. Although BRLL encourages open and frank discussions with coaches, 

parents, players, and board members, league officials (e.g. BRLL President, VP, 

Baseball Commissioner, etc) will usually NOT step in if a parent believes their child 

should be on a team but isn’t, or if their child isn’t playing enough, or isn’t playing a 

position they think they should be playing.  

 

The only time a commissioner or board member may step in is in cases of 

significant evidence of personal bias toward a player or family that goes 

beyond the bounds of baseball, threat of injury or harm to a child, 

misconduct by the coach, or any unsportsmanlike action outlined above in 

the manager conduct section.  

 

Parents are encouraged to speak openly to the All Star Manager to relay 

concerns and thoughts about their children/players. The league “PLAYER 

AGENT” is another great resource to make your voice heard - he or she is 

the league advocate for your child. Please see the website for contact 

details - www.brownsriverlittleleague.com, or email 

brownsriverll@gmail.com for more info, questions, or concerns.  

 

It is crucial that parents and kids understand that All Star play is different 

than regular season play and that equal playing time is not guaranteed, 

and rarely happens.  
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Playing Time:  The Little League Official Regulations and Playing Rules book 

mandates that, based on a 12 player roster, all players must play a minimum of 

one at bat and six consecutive defensive outs.  For a 13-14 player roster, all 

players are required to have at least one at bat only.   

 

Please understand that as All-Star play is a highly competitive season, this 

may be the most playing time that your child receives in any given game. 

Playing time will NOT be equal for all players and is at the sole discretion 

of the manager. BRLL and the commissioner will back the managers and 

coaches in their decisions unless an obvious bias exists.  

 

Regular season is for equal playing time and building skills. The goal of All Star 

season is to win. The Managers and Coaches will try to build and field the best 

team possible in order to win these tournaments.  

 

Your child may be selected because he/she fills a valuable role on the team. He 

may be a good pitcher but not as good at hitting. He may be a fast runner, or a 

terrific outfielder. The manager’s job is to define these roles and fit the players in 

on the team as best as he can. Again, as a parent YOU WILL NOT ALWAYS 

AGREE WITH THE MANAGER. But the league will almost always back the 

manager’s decision.  

 

If you, as a parent, are uncomfortable with the idea of your child not 

playing every inning, or only playing an inning or 2, or only getting 1 at-bat 

per game, serious thought should be given to committing to All Stars. All 

Stars is TEAM FIRST, INDIVIDUAL SECOND.  

  

Player Commitment:  Players are expected to try as hard as they can to be at all 

practices and games. BRLL understands summer is a busy time for families - if you 

are going to miss a practice or a game, make sure the manager knows and okays 

it.  
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